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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Purpose of this study «— The scope of the present study is
two-fold in nature. It consists of a reconsideration of a jun-
ior high school group conference program and aims to show the
best grade level within the junior high school for the teaching
of occupational information. This will be done through an ex-
amination of the theories of experts, the practices in recog-
nized communities, and the past experience of teaching organ-
ized group guidance classes in Quincy, Massachusetts where the
course of study is under revision.
Description of the community.— Quincy is a city of about
SO, 000 population. It supports 23 public school with an en-
rollment of ll,g53« The four junior high schools have a com-
bined enrollment of ?gOg. With a few exceptions, the promotees
of the four junior high schools go on to the two senior high
schools from which they graduate. The graduates who do not
continue their schooling become employed locally or in nearby
communities as do many of those who acquire further education
-1-

2or training before entering the world of work.
The need for pcroup conferences and vocation pruidance.
—
Many types of information of guidance value are needed by all
pupils. By means of a comprehensive guidance program, more
guidance activities are handled through group contacts with
pupils than individually. Such group conferences supplement,
not supplant, individual conferences and make for economy of
the counselor's time and effort.
Quincy has recognized the need for group conferences and
the need for providing occupational information for its youth.
This community is adamant in its belief that "Vocational adjust-
ment for each individual not only means individual happiness but
prevents great social and economic waste. The importance of
vocational guidance applies to the individual, to the school,
and to society."—'^
History of the Course
Orpranization of the group guidance classes.— At the i\m-
ior high school level in Quincy, the counselor meets, in groupsj
classes known as Group Conferences approximately I50 pupils and
assumes the responsibility for their progress and well-being
during the three years they are in the junior high school.
1/ National Vocational Guidance Association, The Principles and
Practices of Educational and Vocational Guidance, Reprint, p. 2
(1937).

3These organized Group Conferences are held twice a week when
the pupils are seventh and eighth graders and once a week when
the pupils are ninth graders. A well-planned course of study
is followed in order that all phases of pupil adjustment to
the school situation be covered.
The original plan .— About 1931 » this group work was first
introduced. The counselor met pupils at one grade level only
or, conversely, the pupils had a different counselor at each
grade level. The subject matter dealt with Civics; for example
Grade 7 - Community Civics
Grade S - Occupational Civics
Grade 9 - Economic Civics
From the subject matter view-point, this was good in that
the teacher became a specialist in his particular field; but as
the organization grew in strength and experience, it was de-
cided that, since the primary purpose of the group meetings was
for the teacher-counselor to become better acquainted with each
individual pupil, greater continuity would be achieved by the
counselor's assuming the responsibility for the welfare of his
group for the entire stay in the junior high school. This
brought about a need for a more appropriate course of study.
The following evolved with emphases varying at the different
grade levels:
Grade 7 - Applied Citizenship
i
^ir=
Grade g - Occupational Information
and Educational Planning
Grade 9 - Problems of School Adjustment
The current plan .— Now, the seventh grade course deals
principally with the orientation of the pupil to the new schoolj
that is, successful adjustment to his new environment. The pu-
pil learns about his own school and its place in the total
school system. The responsibility then shifts to the pupil.
Through Group Conferences, he becomes increasingly aware of the
part he must play to become a satisfactory citizen through good
scholarship, participatory activity, and association with
others.
In the eighth grade, the pupil makes a general survey of
the occupational fields based on the United States Census Clas-
sification ajtid in the spring plans for his ninth grade program
of studies.
The counselor does not let the pupil forget that his first
and foremost concern is school and that it is his responsibility
to make a success of it. The pupil is encouraged to analyze
his own possibilities and to realize the need of preparing him-
self to fill a worthwhile place in the world of socially use-
ful work.
By the spring of his eighth year, the pupil is expected to
be able to apply some of this information by making suitable
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educational plans for Grade 9» The ninth grade program is not
the diversified one of years ago; but the pupil does have a
choice between Algebra and General Mathematics, Latin and World
Civilization, Practical Arts and Study Periods. The parents
are, of course, included in arriving at a conclusion.
Problems of School Adjustment , the ninth grade course of
study in Group Conferences, emphasizes personal and social
adjustment, the discovery of abilities and interests, and the
acquiring of good work habits. The greatest number of class
lessons is devoted to the topic Personality .
Curriculum guidance is of greatest imijortance as the pupil
approaches the end of his stay in the school where he has had
an opportunity to explore subjects of general and specific in-
terest to him. In the spring of his ninth year, he examines
the various curricula offered at the senior high school level
and, on the basis of his ability and accomplishments, makes an
intelligent choice. The final choice of curriculum rests with
the parents and the pupil provided the latter possesses the
necessary prerequisites.
Procedure
Major revisions^— Although constantly being modified,
there have been two major revisions of the content of the co\irs^
of study for these Group Conferences in order to increase its

effectiveness. Because of a felt need, a committee has been
"busy this year revising the content.
Committee organization and plan of procedure . So that
all junior high schools in the system would be represented, the
working committee was made up of four experienced and interest-
ed coun8elor8-«-one from each of the four schools with the
writer serving as chairman. The members met as a committee for
16 after-school meetings, each of which was at least 2 hours
in length. At the initial meeting in the fall, it was decided
that each member should serve as a chairman within his own
building: hold meetings, discuss needs, and report back to the
working comm.ittee which would consider and act upon the sug-
gestions made by all members of the counseling staff. The gen-
eral procedure followed was:
1. Elimination of dated material
2. Enrichment through the addition
of new material
3. Reorganization of content
The committee considered theories of experts in the field;
consulted specialists in the federal and state departments and
professors in nearby xmiversities; sent for and examined prac-
tices elsewhere; observed classes in another state; and were
ever-mindful of the community's own experience to date. In
these ways, the committee has made a conscious effort to have

7the revision of the content be more meaningful by its being the
result of a cooperative venture.
Presented in the chapters which follow are the list of
principles and the results of the surveys of theories of ex-
perts and of current practices which guided the committee in
the reconsideration of a junior high school group conference
program with special attention to the best grade placement of
the teaching of occupational infermat ion.

CHAPTER II
AUTHORITATIVE OPINIONS CONCERNING THE
TEACHING OF OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION
General Underlying Principles
Opinions sought .— As one method of evaluating the Quincy
offering, the opinions of experts were sought in order to de-
termine the important basic principles \inderlying the organiza-
tion and administration of the occupational information program.
The experts focused attention upon the importance of recogniz-
ing individual differences, the complex occupational life of
today, a person's right to make his own decisions, the ability
to analyze one's economic and social position, and the need to
be prepared and able to adjust and readjust to a changing world
of work.
Principles enumerated,— The guiding principles are listed.
The numbers in parentheses refer to the references in the Bib-
liography,
1, SCHOOLS SHOULD ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR VOCATIONAL
GUIDANCE INCLUDING THE FUNCTION OF IMPARTING OCCUPATIONAL
INFORMATION.
r
(1) (3) W (7) (9) (12) (13) (16) (19) (20) (22) (2i^) (29)
(31)
The results of a survey made in New Jersey showed there
was marked agreement among the 1200 teachers and 153 principals
that the school should accept responsibility for vocational
guidance,^
Schools should be concerned with students through the peri-
od of youth, not just during the period of school enrollment.
Through organized classes, it is possible to help all pupils
become informed about occupational conditions, opportunities,
and factors to be considered in making a vocational choice,
Lincoln (22) believes,
"The responsibility of the school for giving
vocational information and for developing attitudes
in harmony with the demands of social and economic
life becomes apparent. While it is recognized that
this is a joint responsibility of the home, the
school, and other agencies of society, it is evident
that the school, through its organization, is best
equipped to impart vocational information during the
vital years of development when pupils' choices are
pending".
It is the responsibility of the school to provide each
child with the opportunity to prepare for occupational life
2/
and to develop initial marketable skills,-'
1/ A, E. Traxler, "Survey of Secondary School Grui dance". Review
of Educational Research (February, 19^2) 12:111,
2/ "Youth Education Today", Sixteenth Yearbook of the American




2. PERSONNEL RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPARTING OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATIOl
SHOULD BE COMPETENT.
(13) (19) (20) (22) (31)
There is a need for trained personnel. The importance and
the specialized nature of t^is work require persons with the
necessary personal qualities, special experience, and training.
Competent personnel is necessary because, according to
Brewer, i/ "Workers in vocational guidance will have to concern
themselves actively with pronouncements upon counseling, guid-
ance, and instruction made by workers who approach this subject
from other fields."
The National Vocational Guidance Association^ states that
practical experience is a requisite of a good vocational guid-
ance worker, that he should possess a broad background of ex-
perience such as public-school teaching, social case work, per-
sonnel administration or other activities in industrial and
commercial establishments, and work in a psychological clinic
or in a child guidemce clinic.
Lincoln (22) expresses it this way: "To guide pupils in
the acquisition of a broad background of vocational informa-
1/ J. M. Brewer, "Relation between Guidance and Instruction",
School and Society (April 13, 19^0) '51:^79.
2/ "National Vocational Guidance Association", The Principles






tion, a teacher must himself possess more than the usual
breadth of training and experience. It is quite evident he
should have a comprehensive view of occupational life.
"
J. THEPE SHOULD BE CONTINUITY OF ORGANIZED STUDY OF OCCUPA-
TIONAL INFORMATION THROUGHOUT THE SECONDARY YEARS,
(3) (9) (13) (1^) (25)
The secondary school should help pupils to grow up voca-
tionally. This can best be done by placing in the curriculum
organized classes in occupational information. Spaced learn-
ing is to be preferred to concentrated learning; therefore, a
systematic, progressive study beginning with a general over-
view of the field of occupations and evolving into a specific
interest area enables a pupil to see that final choice of an
occupation is the result of a long-time process. Throughout
these secondary years he becomes increasingly aware of the
outstanding reasons for making a vocational choice; namely,
earning a learning, being of service to mankind, and achieving
an opportunity for self-expression.
SmYEY OF OCCUPATIONS SHOULD BE TAUGHT AS A SEPARATE
COURSE.
(1) (3) (10) (19) (2?) (32)
The need for and the importance of the course in occupa-
tions is generally agreed upon by specialists in guidance.
r
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Brewer^/ believes there is no force which has so far been de-
veloped in the movement of vocational guidance which possesses
the same effectiveness of possibilities as the organized school
class for the study of occupations.
The National Vocational Guidsince Association-^ takes the
stand that the study of general and local occupations, voca-
tional opportunities, and the problems of the occupational
world should be carried on in organized classes for all stu-
dents from the junior high school upward through the college.
Smith and Blough (3I) state that a survey of occupations
is one of the social sciences and should be taught as such,
that it deserves to be taught as a separate course rather than
to be affiliated with English, Oivios, or any other subject.
5. THE CONTENT OF THE COURSE IN OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION
SHOULD BE COMPREHENSIVE,
(1) (10) (13) (16) (22) (26)
Vocational guidance is the process of assisting the indi-
vidual to choose an occupation, prepare for it, enter upon and
progress in it. It is concerned with helping individuals make
decisions and choices involved in planning a future and build-
1/ John M. Brewer, "Vocational Guidance through the Life-Career
aourse". School and Society (November 10, 191?) 11:5^1-5^5
2/ "National Vocational Guidance Association", The Principles
and Practices of Educational and Vocational Guidance , Reprint,
P. 3 (1937
f
ing a career—decisions and choices necessary in affecting
satisfactory adjustment,^ Therefore, the course in occupations
should develop a broadened concept of occupational life, an
understanding of its requirements and problems, and also,
through self-analysis, a knowledge of one*s own interests,
aptitudes, and abilities.
6. EVERY PUPIL SHOULD BE GIVEN AT LEAST TWO OPPORTUNITIES FOR
AN APPRAISAL OF OOOUPATIONAL INTERESTS LEADING TO A VOCA-
TIONAL CHOICE.
(5) (11^) (15) (19) (22) {2Ur)
Such a provision should be an intrinsic part of the educa-
tional program in secondary schools. Before a pupil arrives at
the close of the compulsory school age, he should be a member
of a class which makes a survey of the general field of occupa-
tions and also teaches a method of analyzing an occupation in
order to help him to meet future vocational problems. The
National Vocational Guidance Association—' feels that such an
opportunity should be provided for each individual before he
makes a choice of curricula, enters upon a new school unit, and
before decision to leave school at the expiration of the oom-
1/ "National Vocational Guidance Association", The Principles




2/ "National Vocational Guidance Association", The Principles




According to Edmonson, Roemer, and Bacon,
"Imparting vocational information should begin
"before large numbers of students leave school. There-
fore, the information should be given in the early
grades of the high school. Since many boys and girls
are eliminated from our schools by the end of the
ninth grade, a course in occupational information
should be given for them. All the students should be
encouraged to enroll in this course, including those
whose lack of fitness is such that there is a pos-
sibility of their dropping out and the more able stu-
dents to whom the information is equally vital. In
every case, furthermore, the course should be a regu-
lar subject in the curriculum",
Lincoln (22) expresses the opinion that the occupations
class should present the survey of types of work to pupils in
the latter part of the junior high school years or in the first
years of the senior high school.
It is desirable that in the eleventh or the twelfth grade
as a pupil approaches his vocational choice, he should—through
interest groups—have an opportunity to make a final appraisal
of this occupational information. Myers (2^) says, "Before
choosing a particular occupation he (the pupil) needs quite
specific information concerning a few occupations that interest
him most",
7. THE IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVE OF VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SHOULD BE
TO ENABLE THE PUPIL TO RELATE HIS INTERESTS, ABILITIES,
1/ Edmonson, J. B, ; Roemer, Joseph; Bacon, Francis L. ; The
Administration of the Modern Secondary School, The Macmillan
Company, New York City, 194-1.
c
lb
APTITUDES, AND CHARACTERISTICS TO A MORE OR LESS SPECIFIC
AREA OF OCCUPATIONAL ACTIVITY.
(1) (3) (6) (12) (15) (26) (30) (3^^)
ThiB is a basic function of vocational guidance. The
pupil's interests are a springboard and along with his abili-
ties, aptitudes, and characteristics ought to be
••considered in relation to both available occu-
pational opportunities and the training requirements
involved. Vocational guidance should lead to a
tentative choice in the case of younger children, and
to a more permanent one in the case of older persons.
Inasmuch as one of the major life activities of most
persons is a vocational career, the importance of a
suitable choice would appear to need no argument in
its behalf, "1/
Berdie^ points out that abilities and interests are the
co-determiners of achievement, whether it be vocational, edu-
cational or athletic,
Bedford and Steelhead (l) state that through a regularly-
organized course of study in occupational exploration, youth
must be le^d to take a realistic attitude toward life and to
face the facts concerning his interests, aptitudes, and abili-
ties in relation to the actual demands of the occupational
world.
The Wrights (3^^) claim that in the opinion of many author!
1/ California Test Bureau, "Vocational Guidance for Juhior and
Senior High School Pupils", Educational Bulletin No. I5, p. 1,
2/ Ralph F. Berdie, "Factors Related to Vocational Interests",
Psychological Bulletin (MaTch 19^^) ^1-3.
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ties one of the fimctinns of secondary schools is that of help-
ing students to select occupations which are in keeping with
their interests, aptitudes, and abilities,
g. THERE SHOULD BE SELF-ANALYSIS AS WELL AS JOB-ANALYSIS.
(1) (3) (5) («) (10) (12) (13) (19) (22) {2^) (30) (31)
Self-testing is an indispensable preliminary of reasoned
choice, A pupil should be made aware of the importance of the
harmony of best abilities and emotional characteristics with
the requirements of a job so he will be benefitting himself
and productive to society.
"Education in a democracy, both within and with-
out the school," says Billings (3)> "should develop
in each individual the knowledge, habits and powers
whereby he will find his place and use that place to
shape himself and society toward ever nobler ends.
"
Myers (2^) states,
"The function of self-analysis in vocational
guidance is to help the individual to see the facts
more clearly, to evaluate them more accurately, and
to relate them more directly to the problem of his
vocational plans.
"
Koos and Kefauver (19) claim,
"Self-ratings arc important in a program of
guidance. They supplement other sources of informa-
tion about the student. They indicate the nature of
the student's judgment concerning himself, a judgment
thaV is a primary factor in the selection of types of
education and of vocationsr——The responsibility of
guidance——is to assist students in forming a more
accurate conception of their capacities and in relat-
ing their qualifications to the requirement of the
occupations in which they are interested. Informa-
<
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tion and experience should be provided for the stu-
dent and enable him to revise his self-estimates and
to bring them in line with his actual abilities.
This improved basis of thinking should lead to more
satisfactory formulation of educational and vocation-
al plans.
9. STANDARDIZED TESTS SHOULD BE USED AS PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
IN A CLASS IN OCCUPATIONS.
(1) (3) (19) (P-O) (21) (2h) (26) (27) (33)
standardized tests are among the necessary tools of every
classroom teacher, particularly the teacher-counselor,
"Tests are the modern teacher's professional
tools. With these tools, the teacher may identify
learning difficulties, diagnose causes, and plan edu-
cational programs designed to meet pupil needs just
as accurately as the physician diagnoses health dif-
ficulties and plans remedial treatment.
In the opinion of Myers (2^), the federal-state employment
bureau should cooperate with the schools by supplying informa-
tion regarding employment opportunities and requirements in
occupations, also by developing vocational proficiency tests
for the pupils about to enter the world of work.
«
Results of standardized tests assist pupils in choosing
a vocation by highlighting special abilities. Traxler (33)
states,
•^If^ there is sufficient variety in the tests
used, one not infrequently finds that a pupil handi-
capped in the academic subjects has marked ability
1/ California Test Bureau, "Teacher Uses of Tests", Educational
Bulletin, No. 5, P. 1, ^
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in some other area. Tests of clerical and mechanical
ability, for instance, are valuable supplements to
tests in the academic subjects. The discovery and
development of exceptional ability is of great im-
portance for the benefit of society generally as well
as for that of the individual pupil."
10, AN EXPLORATION OF WORK OPPORTUNITIES SHOULD BE MADE IN
ORDER TO DETERMINE WHICH WOULD BE MORE DESIRABLE FOR THE
PARTICULAR PUPIL.
(1) (2) (3) (10) (19) (22) (26)
Not all vocations can be studied in detail in a single
course in occupations. If a pupil surveys many fields and
studies more intensively those in which he is most interested,
he will develop greater power of self-direction and the habit
of long-range planning.
Koos and Kefauver (19) say,
"From the total (of all occupations) it is de-
sirable to choose those that will be most significant
for the students being taught. General consideration
should be given to the different groups, and repre- I
sentative occupations within each group should be
treated in greater detail. This practice brings all
students in contact with a sample of occupations on
all levels and in all types of work. This is essen-
tial in achieving the social aim of the course and is
of importance also for guidance.
"
11. TECHNIQUE OF STUDYING OCCUPATIONS SHOULD BE TAUGHT.
(1) (3) (5) (10) (17) (22) (2i^) (26)
To gather information about occupations, including educa-
tion and training needed, a pupil should be taught a technique




"One of the most important objectives in a
course in vocational and occupational guidance is
that of acquainting pupils with a technique for
studying occupations. Once acquired, a method of
study may easily be applied to the study of any vo-
cation, especially those of local importance."
In the opinion of Bedford and Steelhead (l), a pupil
should make a scientific analysis of the occupation he is
studying in order to make an intelligent decision.
According to Forrester (10),
"It is extremely important that each pupil pre-
pare his individual outline for the investigation of
the occupations in which he is interested. He should
be allowed considerable elasticity in formulating his
plan and freedom to select methods of acquiring in-
formation,
"Since he will wish to consider several ways of
organizing his data, both long and short outlines
should be made available to him, A simple outline
prevents the study from appearing complicated. The
more elaborate one may be preferred by those who wish
a more detailed list of suggestions,"
Neuberg (26) writes,
"In order to be guided in his gathering of vo-
cational information, and to make an intelligent
choice, the student should have in his possession a
definite lint of items, perhaps in the form of ques-
tions. These items should be determined upon by the
student with the advice of the teacher. To do so
satisfactorily, it is advisable that the student read
at least one or two authors of books on an occupation
in which he is interested. After the items for his
particular occupation have been written down by each
student, the entire class should construct a blank
based on all the items, which might be called 'An
Outline for the Study of Occupations', This blank
should then be mimeographed and used by all students
throughout the entire study. Each student will select
those items which relate to his particular occupation. N
I
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"One of the essentigLl purposes of the class in
educational and vocational information," says Lincoln
(22), "is to put pupils in touch with reliable source
materials and to train them in correct methods of ob-
taining information. It is therefore necessary for
the counselor or the teacher of the class through
which this information is to be presented, to be fa-
miliar with source materials already available, such
as books and pamphlets. It is also important that
they utilize the technique of occupational investiga-
tion and research to gather new and up-to-date infor-
mation, such as job analyses, occupational studies,
and vocational surveys,
"
12. A PUPIL SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE LATEST U, S. CENSUS CLASSI-
FICATION OF JOBS.
'
(1) (10) (19) (22) {2k) (25) (26)
In preparing the content of their textbooks in occupations
most authors are guided by the U. S, Census Classification be-
cause this classification is one with which the pupil will be-
come acquainted as he enters the world of work. It is better
for him to have the opportunity of becoming familiar with it
from the beginning of his study of occupations.
Myers (2*^-) writes,
"Before selecting the curriculum he (the pupil)
will pursue in junior high school, he needs to know
about the general requirements of the large groups
of occupations as classified by the United States
Census.
"
"Exercises dealing in the classification of
occupations (according to the Uhited States Census)
give pupils a comprehensive overview of occupational
activity," says Forrester (10).
13. A PUPIL SHOULD BECOME INFORMED ABrUT HIS LOCAL EMPLOYMENT
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MARKET: ITS OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AND THE QUALIFICA-
TIONS DEMANDED.
(1) (3) (10) (19) (22)
Most every pupil in a large community will become employed
locally; therefore it is important that he possess data regard-
ing local occupations. Follow-up studies of school-leavers in
many communities reveal that 65 to 90 per cent continue to live
and to work in the local employment market»i/
An investigation of the kinds of work available locally
and the necessary requirements will help the pupil to become
familiar with the opportiinitles open to him,
Lincoln (22) says,
"While a class in the study of occupations shoul(
in no sense be limited to a study of local occupa-
tions, its survey would certainly be incomplete with-
out a consideration of local interests. Textbooks
necessarily deal with general information but this ma]
well be supplemented by a study of local conditions
and opportunities.
"
"A knowledge of local trends is necessary if
national trends are to have any significance locally.
Continuous investigation of all occupational resourcej
in the community will supply data for local trends.
It is suPTgested that all occupational resources of the
community be studied, because some occupations may pi
have characteristics peculiar to individual plants,
Ik. A PUPIL SHOULD BE INFORMED ABOUT THE CLASSIFICATION OF
1/ Manual for Occupational Studies Leaflet, Excerpt from Misc.
2922, Federal Security Agency, U. S. Office of Education, Vo-
cational Division, Occupational Information and Guidance Ser-
vice, Washington, D. 0,, p, 1,





JOBS AS ENTRY, NON-ENTRY, AND RELATED.
(29)
Job classification based on Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, Part IV is important. Because a pupil leaving school
will start as a learner or helper, he should know that there
are Jobs classified as entry occupations. These take but a
short time to learn and "are based on the ability of entry
applicant to perform tasks associated with entry occupations.
The jobs to which a worker may earn promotion are known
as non^entry occupations. Knowing of these promotional ioba
will serve as an incentive for him to strive to do well at the
entry level, also will alleviate discouragement at having to
start with relatively insignificant work.
Having observed unemployment among adults because of
once-active occupations, he may wonder about the effect of work
stoppage for him. Familiarity with related entry classifica-
tions will be helpful to him in knowing where he can turn for
work related to what he is doing. If for no reasons other than
the security it gives, it is valuable for the prospective
employee to know of this classification,
1/ Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Part IV. Entry Occupa-
tional Olassification , War Manpower Commission, Bureau of Man-
power Utilization, Division of Occupational Analysis, Washing-
ton, D, C, (October, 19^^) p. K
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15. EMPHASIS SHOULD BE PLACED ON THE WORKER AND HIS DEPENDENOE
ON OTHERS.
(1) (3) U) (10) (17) (22)
Social studies books now place emphasis on the worker and
the interdependence of workers in serving the world, Kitson
(17) claims that an occupation should be designated in terras
of the worker who follows it, not in terms of the abstract
field.
As Lincoln (22) has said,
"In a class in occupations there is opportunity
to discuss impartially the fundamental problems of
vocational life. In this way young people learn to
exchange points of view and to cooperate in the con-
sideration of these matters before they become dif-
ferentiated as 'employers' and 'employees'. They see
that the whole fabric of society is woven by working
together, and the welfare of one worker involves that
of all.
"It seems that almost in proportion to an indi-
vidual's sensitivity to the contributions of others
will grow his own awakened desire to participate in
useful work, A useful place in vocational life is
one of the prime requisites of good citizenship,"
16, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SHOULD BE CONDUCTED SO THAT THE PUPIL
HIMSELF IS ABLE TO MAKE A DECISION BASED ON THE EVIDENCE
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR HIM,
(1) (3) (10) (20) (22) (24) (31)
Self guidance is the desired result of all formal guidance
A pupil, through wise vocational guidance, should learn to




"If vocational guidance is a matter of aiding
an individual by all available means to make his own
decisions with reference to his vocation, as the ac-
cepted definition of the term implies, rather than
that of having a specialist do this for him, the in-
dividual himself must know what is required and what
to expect in the different courses of action that
are open to him,
1/Rogers— thinks that vocational guidance should be con-
ducted in such a way that the pupil comes to more independent
and mature decisions based on the evidence and its implications
for him«
Although a pupil is entitled to assistance in determining
his own qualifications and the available occupational and educa
tional opportunities, freedom of choice is his inherent right
and is as important for his development as equality of oppor-
tunity,
Recommendations of Authorities
General statement by many .— Theories expressed by experts
in the field were examined. Many of the experts made a general
statement to the effect that every boy and girl should have the
opportunity of studying occupational information before leaving
the secondary school. Their belief is well expressed by the
1/ Rogers, Carl R, , Counseling and Psychotherapy . Houghton
Mifflin Company, New York City, 19^2.
2/ "National Vocational Guidance Association", The Principles




National Vocational Gfuidance Association:=1/
"The study of general and local occupations,
educational and vocational opportunities, and the
problems of the occupational world should be carried
on in organized classes for all students in junior
and senior high schools, continuation schools, even-
ing schools, and colleges. In such classes the stu-
dent should gain an appraisal of himself, and ac-
quaintance with his own school unit and with the
forms of higher education, the general field of occu-
pations, and a method of studying occupations help-
ful in meeting future vocational problems. Group
guidance should also help the student and future
worker to understand his relationship to other work-
ers and to appreciate the contribution of all forms
of labor to the welfare of society. These classes
should be given in appropriate year8> especially
preliminary to times of choice of curricula, entrance
upon a new school unit, and before decisions in re-
gard to withdrawal from school (for example, before
the pupil reaches the close of the compulsory school
age ) .
"
Early organized treatment essential .— The Interim Report^
of the Occupational Education Tour of School Superintendents
states.
"In the large majority of instances, the need
for occupational counseling emerges as a problem
demanding organized treatment at about the time the
individual passes from childhood to youth; that is,
at about the beginning of the period of adolescence*
"With respect to the organization of the public
schools, this means that the need for beginning sys-
tematic occupational counseling appears at the junior
high school level where such schools are found, or
"y "National Vocational Grui dance Association", The Principles




2/ "National Occupational Conferences", Occupational Adjustment ,
Interim Report, Occupational Educational To\jr for School Super-
intendents, 193^» P# l6.
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in the elementary and early grades in the tradition-
ally organized systems. To attempt to specify arbi-
trarily that occupational counseling should begin in
the eighth, or in the ninth, or the tenth would be
absurd. Not only individual pupil differences must
be taken into account, but also differences in the
purposes and outlooks of the schools, to the whole
background provided by the communities in which the
schools function."
Introduction through general survey ,— Regarding the
teaching of occupational information and its placement in the
curriculum, Lincoln^/ says,
"Occupational information gained through school
subjects, even though carefully woven into the cur-
riculum and planned to prevent overlapping, needs to
be centered in a comprehensive unit of study on the
world's work. Pupils who have had simple occupation-4
al information introduced throughout the grades, willj
be ready for such a course in the latter part of the
junior high school years or in the first years of
high school. This course, through a survey of the
fields of human activity, will bring into focus the
scattered information already acquired. How to col-
lect information and to master techniques of self-
guidance can be learned gradually. Such a general
course should precede the age at which pupils may
leave school. It may be introduced as a unit in the
social sciences, or it may be a separate course in
the curriculum especially for the study of education-l
al and vocational opportunities.
"After such a concentrated survey unit on occu-
pations has focused interest and opened wider vistas,
occupational information, when again introduced
through school subjects, will be better integrated
than without such a general course of study.
"
Worthy of a place as a separate subject,— Myers^ thinks
\J Mildred E, Lincoln, Teaching about Vocational Life. Inter-
national Textbook Company, Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1937, P. 224|
2/ George E. Myers, Principles and Techniques of Vocational




that occupational information is worthy of a place as a separate
subject in the secondary school curriculum. He also is among
those who feel that as the child passes from the elementary
school to the junior high school, the time has come for the
"beginnings of more or less definite assistance in making voca-
tional plans. He declares,
"Supplying youth with information concerning
occupations is a first step in vocational guidance.
The kind of information needed depends on how far
the youth has progressed toward his choice of occu-
pation. Before selecting the curriculum he will
pursue in junior high school he needs to know about
the general requirements of the large groups of oc-
cupations as classified by the United States Oensus.
Before choosing a particular occupation he needs
quite specific information concerning a few occupa-
tions that interest him most,
"Occupational information is worthy of a place
as a separate subject in the secondary school cur-
riculum. Usually when taught only in connection
with English, social studies, practical arts, or
some other regular subject the teacher slights oc-
cupational information, A teacher of this subject
requires special preparation,
"Detailed study of a large number of specific
occupations by all members of a class is undesirable.
It is better for each member to study a few occupa-
tions that interest him and report to the class,
"In addition to providing for study of occupa-
tions as a special subject, every subject teacher in
the secondary school should be expected to assist his
pupils to obtain significant information concerning
the occupations which are closely related to his sub-
ject. He should know more about the opportunities
and requirements of these occupations then anyone
else connected with the school."
Importance of intelligent understanding,— So much depends
upon the high school student s ability to make a wise initial

choice of occupation and also to make any needed readjustment
intelligently that Neube points out,
"An additional value in studying vocations is
that it enables the individual to obtain an intelli-
gent understanding of the 'world's work', thus gain-
ing an appreciation of the importance of the work of
other people in contributing toward his welfare.
There is a common tendency on the part of people to
look down upon or minimize the significance of other
people's occupations, A comprehensive study of oc-
cupations in general will avoid labor snobbishness,
80 prevalent in organized society,"
Pater son, Schneidler, and Williamson^ believe that the
chief limitation of courses in occupations is the inability of
a high school pupil to acquire much useful occupational infor-
mation. They say, "It is possible that occupational informa-
tion courses could be equally effective (as junior college ones)
were they organized to give a maximum of information about the
traits essential for success,"
Guidance for all ,— Favoring the group method of impart-
ing information. Brewer^/ states.
1/ Maurice J, Neuberg, Principles and Methods of Vocational
Choice . Prentice-Hall, Inc. , New York, 193^, P. 12M-,
2/ Donald G. Paterson, Gwendolen G. Schneidler, and Edmund G,
Williamson, Student Guidance Techniques, Mc-Graw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Inc, , New York, 193^, p, 27S,
"How to study an occupation, plus the more gen-
eral considerations, seems to be an objective better
adapted to group work.
2/ John M, Brewer, History of Occupational Guidance . Harper




"Meanwhile the oncoming generation needs guid-
ance the total population to choose measures and
leaders toward better economic adjustments, the nine-
tenths of it composed of workers who will serve for '
wages, and, most of all perhaps, the one-tenth who
will become oiir entrepreneurs, "
r, 1/He-' also says,
"Unless a greatly increased block of curriculum
time be devoted to the classes in occupational infor-
mation such teaching (spotlighting the worker) will
be impossible. But in the meager time available
for guidance we have time only to show the world of
work to pupils, its problem requirements and possibil-
ities, and to guide them in planning their own
careers,
"
As indicated by Table 1, representative writers of text-
books in the field of occupational information have keyed the
content of their books to Grades 7, S, and 9 in the belief that
pupils in the junior high school grades should be given a basic
course to serve as a foundation for occupational study that
should be continuous throughout the secondary years. They
«
express the opinion that such a survey course provides a sim-
ple, concise overview of the world of work and is an indispen-
sable preliminary to the intensive study of occupations which
later schooling or actual vocational experience may afford.
These authors encouraa^e junior high school pupils to think
seriously and intelligently about their vocational plans, to
accumulate information which will serve as a basis for this
1/ Ibid, p, 2S0.
0'
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Table 1, Junior High School Grade Placement of Occupational
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thinking and to broaden their knowledge and appreciation of the
world* s work and how it is done. Through the early presenta-
tion of occupational information, interest in the pupils'
occupational futures can be awakened and developed, enabling
some pupils to make a reasonable and satisfactory choice when
the need arises.
The foregoing survey of authoritative opinions concerning
the teaching of occupational information proved helpful to the
committee working on the revision of the content of the course
of study for organized group guidance classes* It served as an
incentive to secure and to investigate the representative prac-




Method of Obtaining Courses of Study
Agreement amonp; authorities — Authorities are agreed that
every boy and girl should have the opportunity of studying occu-
pational information in an organized class before leaving sec-
ondary school. Some express the belief that it is wise to place
such a course early in the program so that a pupil may benefit
from it in choosing his curriculum or before making a decision
regarding withdrawal from school. Others feel that the course
should be offered twice: first at the lower secondary level as
a general survey of all occupational fields and later as a more
highly specialized course in Grade 11 or 12 when the pupil
approaches his vocational choice. Such an offering would enable
him to become a member of an interest group or groups prepara-
tory to making a final appraisal of occupational infomation.
Investigation of application of theories to practices .
—
This exploration of the current thinking of authorities led to
a desire and need to investigate practices in communities rec-




to what extent the theories are being applied*
Heading the committee appointed to work on the revision of
the content of the course of study in organized Group Confer-
ences provided the writer with an opportunity to make a study
of the grade placement of the teaohing of occupational informa-
tion. This was not undertaken as a thorough survey. Dr. Harry
A. Jager, Chief, Occupational Information and Guidance Service,
U. S. Office of Education, Washington, D, C, , was asked for
names of communities throughout the country that had interesting
and promising courses in organized group guidance work. He sent
the following names and addresses of chiefs of guidance:
Dr, H, B. McDaniel, Chief
Bureau of Occupational Information and Guidance
State Department of Education
Sacramento 1^, California
Dr, R, Floyd Cromwell, State Supervisor
Occupational Information and Guidance
State Department of Education
1111 Lexington Building
Baltimore 1, Maryland
Mr, Joseph A. Bedard, State Supervisor
Occupational Information and Vocational Counseling
State Department of Education
POO Newbury Street
Boston l6, Massachusetts
Mr, Carl M. Horn, Chief
Occupational Information and Guidance Division




Dr. George E. Hutcherson, Chief
Bureau of Guidance
The University of the State of New York
State Education Department
Albany 1, New York
Mr. Don H, Frame, State Supervisor
Occupational Information and Guidance
State Board of Vocational Education
Box 97
Olympia, Washington
Letters were sent to these men informing them of the task
and requesting guidance in writing communities within their stat
As a result of their replies, letters expressing a desire to pur-
chase for examination their respective courses of study in or-



















A comparable request was sent to Chicago, Illinois.
Some replies to the requests were helpful. Many expressed
es*

interest, but regretted that prepared, organized material wag
not available for distribution either because it did not exist
or because it, too, was going through the process of revision^
The following extracts from replies will illustrate:
Valle.^0, California: We are not holding our junior high school^
to a rigid course of study in guidance in
the guidance classes at present.
West Springfield, Massachusetts: We are also revising our Grouij
Guidance courses to allow for the new in
group guidance materials and techniques.
Marlboro, Massachusetts: Omt course of study is not available
for sending to other schools. When each
year it is revised or rewritten, I make
just enough copies for my coiinselors and
myself.
Alpena, Michigan: When we get a course of study completed,
which I believe will be some time, I
would be pleased to send one to you.
We do some group guidance in the double
period allotted to Gorework, but I do not
feel that the amount of guidance done
here is sufficient for your study.
Groose Pointe, Michigan: We do not at the present time have a
course of study in organized group guid-
ance.
Detroit, Michigan:
Lansing, Michigan: We, too, are working on a course of study
and have none for distribution at the
present time.
Rochester, New York: Our group guidance material at the pres-
ent moment is in experimental form.
Through the generosity of Dr. George Hutcherson, Chief of
the Bureau of Guidance of the State of New York, many reports
concerning the occupational guidance work being done in numerous
r
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oommunities in his state were received; but they did not elabo-
rate upon the practices and so were of little value to this
study.
Review of Current Practices
An important role.— The role of occupational information
is recognized as an important one in the many practices which
have been examined, although often emphasis is not placed upon
it until the senior high school years.
In Lakewood, Ohio, the vocational curriculum is a major
subject in Social Studies. The classes meet daily each week
throughout the 9B semester. The vocational information acquire<!
during that time serves as a background for the individual con-
ferences which are held during the 9A semester to advise pupils
concerning educational and vocational plans.
It is not until the eleventh grade in Highland Park, Michi-
gan, that the group guidance activity—held every Tuesday—con-
sists of an organized study of vocations.
In Vallejo, California, where public schooling continues
through the fourteenth grade, the tenth grade is considered as
being in junior high school. The school authorities in Vallejo
have found the vocational aspirations of their pupils so out
of line with the opportunities they will have that it is felt
necessary to give special attention to their guidance before
I

they start their training in Vallejo (Junior) College. There-
fore, in Grade lOA one period per day is devoted to vocational
guidance. An over-all view of the occupational areas, includ-
ing the vocation of homeroaking, is given the class. Then time
is devoted to self-analysis to aid the pupils in waking a choice
as they go into their further study.
Through a survey made by business men in the city of
Spokane, Washington, it was discovered that there was a great
need for a study of vocations by high school pupils. Each boy
and girl of Spokane now has an opportunity to survey occupation-
al fields and to analyze himself, but not until the last semes-
ter of his eleventh grade English class when three or four
weeks of class time are devoted to it.
Occupational information is brought to the attention of
the pupils in a general way in the ninth grade in West Spring-
field, Massachusetts. A complete project is made of it in the
eleventh grade.
Several years ago the Detroit schools organized an Occupa-
tional Planning course for tenth graders. The course is required
of all pupils and is taught by the school counselors.
In 9B Social Studies in Lansing, Michigan, one-fourth of
the time is spent on a study of vocations. Each pupil makes
one-page reports on at least four occupational fields, some of
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which must be chosen on the basis of his individual test scores,
A study of occupations for eighth and ninth graders is pro-
vided by The Self-Appraisal Program of Guidance in the Junior
•
High Schools of Philadelphia ^
Provision in the first year of high school for a class-
room unit on occupations with emphasis on the worker rather
than on the systematic study of nximerous occupations is pro-
posed for the Maryland schools in A Basic Program of Guidance,
Providence, Phode Island has a very comprehensive course
in occupational information beginning in the seventh grade and
continuing through the twelfth. At the junior high school
level, the content of the course in Occupational Civics is as
follows:









Chicago offers an excellent program in Self-Appraisals and
Careers which began as a pioneer experiment in the fall of 193^,
It has been of practical help to the pupils to whom it is
offered because it has proved flexible in meeting current con-
ditions. Through this tool subject, the pupil is taught the
re
3«
techniques of self-appraisal, of occupational study, of career
planning and is aided in the practical application of these
techniques* The whole purpose of the course is to widen the
vocational thinking of the pupil and to show him that his per-
sonality pattern has many avenues of usefulness and satisfaction.
The lessons on self-appraisal and the lessons on careers
run concurrently—^parallel with each other, usually with two
class periods per week devoted to the one and two to the other
with the remaining day reserved for testing. Interrelation-
ships between the psychological and the occupational lessons
are stressed at every opportunity. To be realistic and practi-
cal, self-appraisal must be conducted with references to occu-
pational needs.
Self-Appraisal and Careers is a free elective course meet-
ihg five times a week for one semester and carrying one full
major credit. It is open to both juniors and seniors. Class
time is used for testing, studying techniques of self-appraisal,
and studyihg careers. The project extends through a year with
daily class work in the first semester on a credit basis, fol-
lowed by individual counseling in the second semester, for which
there is no credit.
In Grade 9 of the Jamestown, New York Public Schools the
work of the Junior High Occupational Laboratory aims to provide
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individual pupils with a background of information which will
assist them in making initial decision concerning long-range
educational and vocational plans.
Unit 1 INTRODUCTION
Specific Objective
To create a desire within each individual to know more
about his interests, aptitudes, abilities and limitations;
also to awaken an interest in the educational and vocational
opportunities available to him.
1, Purpose of the laboratory,
2, Overview of the work,
3, Terminology. Note: Clarify terminology during each
session.
Summary,




To help pupils understand the meaning of individual dif-
ferences and to stress the importance of discovering and utilize
ing their interests, aptitudes and abilities,
1. Why and how individuals differ in interests, aptitudes,
abilities and limitations,
2. Relation of individual differences to educational and
vocational opportunities,
3. Importance of discovering interests, aptitudes, abili-
ties and limitations.
Discovering one's individual differences,
a. How school subjects and in- and out-of-school activi-1
ties help.
b. How hobbies and work experience help,








To acquaint the group with various ways of classifying
occupations for purposes of investigation,






b. Opportunities for advancement
c. Employment opportunity trends
6. Summary,
7. Assignment
Unit IV OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Specific Objective
To provide each individual with a background of occupation
al information necessary for making an initial choice of voca-








Unit V TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
Specific Objective
To acquaint individuals with the various kinds of training
opportunities which are available,
1, Junior and senior high courses
2, Colleges
3, Technical and trade schools
a. Public
b. Private
Nursing schools and apprenticeships






To assist each individual to obtain and summarize objective
information necessary for beginning his process of self evalua-
tion.





5. Personality and character
6. Scholastic aptitude




Note: Individual interviews and coxmseling to follow this unit
at which time initial or tentative educational and voca-
tional long range plans are made.
Unit VII INVESTIGATION OF PROSPEC-
TIVE VOCATION OR APEA
Specific Objective
To help each individual develop an awareness of what should
be considered when investigating an occupation or area of occu-
pations toward which to prepare.
1. Investigate a specific occupation or area
a. Points to be covered
b. How and where to obtain information
2. Summary
3. Assignment
Uttit VIII LOOKING AHEAD
Specific Objective
To acquaint each individual with personal factors necessary





tlnued self-guidance, and with the various sources of assistanc*
which will he available to him as he progresses through school.
1. Need for life objectives
a. Personal objectives
b. Vocational objective
c. Character qualities necessary




c. Value of a plan in







3. Sources of assistance
a. Library, talks, visits, movies, radio, etc,
b. Employers, teachers, counselors
c. Records
d. Work experience




Unit IX RECAPITULATION AND EVALUATION
To summarize the work of the laboratory and to have an
evaluation made by each individual in an effort to obtain sug-
gestions for improving future content.
The work of the occupational laboratory should have
assisted each pupil
1, to have a better understanding of his assets, limita-
tions and needs.
2, to know more about educational and vocational opportuni-
ties,
3, to realize the need of planning one's education, career,
recreation and leisure time.
I
k, to realize the importance of good health, character and
personality to success in life.
|l
5, to know how and where as^i stance may be foiind or ob-
tained in his process of making choices, plans and ad-
justments.
Placement of emphasis .— As indicated by Table 2, an ex-
amination of representative junior high school practices shows
the emphasis for the placement of the teaching of occupational
information to be in Grade 9» Three communities introduce the
study in Grade S and continue it into Grade 9. In one community
it is started in Grade 7 and concluded in Grade S. Only one
community is in agreement with the writers referred to in Table
1; that is, the study of occupational information is introduced
in Grade 7 and carried on through Grades g and 9. This affords !
a better opportunity for developing a technique for studying
occupations and is especially valuable for those who must leave i
school before completing the traditional 12 years of public
school education.
The practices that have been examined are obviously the
results of serious and honest work of many people throughout
the country who are keenly aware of the serious need of provid-
ing youth with valuable information to prepare him for success
in his future vocational life. With the knowledge of the think-
ing and the accomplishment of others to guide them, the members '

Table 2. Junior High School Grade Placement of Occupational

















































of the committee appointed to reconsider the content of Quincy's
course of study proceeded with their work of revision.
t
CHAPTER IV
REVISED OUTLINES WITH EMPHASIS ON
THE NEW GRADE PLACEMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL
INFORMATION WITHIN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Resxilts Evolved from Study
Conformance with U. S, Census classification ,— Through
writing the Bureau of Census, U, S. Department of Commerce,
Washington, D, C, the committee on the revision of the content
of the organized Group Conferences at the jxinior high school
level learned that no ma.") or changes are contemplated in the
occupation classification for 1950* Since the occupations
studied in Quincy have always been based on the U. S, Census
classification, this eliminated any problem of change.
The chief concern remained that with which the committee
started to work: a reconsideration of a .junior high school
program with emphasis on the grade placement of the study of
occupations. As previously pointed out, the emphasis on occu-
pational information has been in the eighth grade. The objec-
tion was not to the emphasis, but rather to the concentration
of all work on occupations just in one grade
—
particularly as
the diversified curricula and the leaving of school no longer
i
__
immediately follow the completion of Grade
Application of principles *— In revising the content of the
course of study in Group Conferences, the committee has been
ever mindful of and consequently guided by the authoritative
opinions and by the principles derived in Chapter II. Since it
I
Was considered wise to bring present practice in line with
current thought, an examination of the outline showed it to be
in agreement with all the principles except numbers 3 aiid l4»
The committee set to work to apply these two principles. Num-
ber 3 brought about the major revision of the course, A brief
statement concerning the application of the 16 principles
follows:
1. SCHOOLS SHOULD ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY OF VOCATIONAL
GUIDANCE INCLUDING THE FUNCTION OF IMPAPTING OCCUPATIONAL
INFOPMATION.
Since 1931 > "t^® Quincy schools have accepted this respon-
sibility in organized Group Conference classes at the Grade S
level. They will continue to assume this responsibility, but
will introduce the work at the Grade 7 level and will carry it
through to Grade 9 before sending the pupils on to senior high




2. PERSONNEL RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPARTING OCCUPATIONAL INFORMA-
TION SHOULD BE COMPETENT.
Quincy selected counselors on the basis of proved ability
from a group of experienced teachers who poBsessed a broad
background of public school teaching. Many of these counselors
have better fitted themselves for their positions by means of
practical work experience and by advanced study with the major
in Guidance .
3. THERE SHOULD BE CONTINUITY OF ORGANIZED STUDY OF OCCUPA-
TIONAL INFORMATION THROUGHOUT THE SECONDARY YEARS.
This principle which deals with a systematic, progressive
study is the one which brought about the major change in the
junior high school course in Group Conferences. No longer will
the teaching of occupational information be concentrated in
Grade S, The revision attempts to bring about greater continu-
ity of the organized study of occupational information by plac-
ing units of it in each of the three junior high school grades*
The emphasis will remain in Grade but the spacing will be
better and will make for improved comprehension. This is in
agreement with the authorities quoted in Table 1. In the senio:'
high school, the pupils will continue their study of advanced
occupational information.
4. SURVEY OF OCCUPATIONS SHOULD BE TAUGHT AS A SEPARATE COURSE,
Quincy has recognized the importance and effectiveness of

carrying this work on in organized classes for all its pupils.
To guard against isolating the subject of occupations to the
Group Conference classes, all teachers are ehcouraged to call
attention to the occupational value of their subjects.
5. THE CONTENT OF THE COURSE IN OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION
SHOULD BE COMPREHENSIVE.
This is accomplished by having the pupil learn about the
occupational life of which he is to become a part and also by
having him become increasingly aware of his own interests, apt-
itudes, and abilities.
6. EVERY PUPIL SHOULD BE GIVEN AT LEAST TWO OPPORTUNITIES FOR
AN APPRAISAL OF OCCUPATIONAL INTERESTS LEADING TO A VOCA-
TIONAL CHOICE.
The course of study in the jTinior high school provides an
opportunity for all to survey the general field of occupations.
At the senior high school level, the work becomes more special-
ized and much of it is carried on in interest groups.
7. THE IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVE OF VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SHOULD BE TO
ENABLE THE PUPIL TO RELATE HIS INTERESTS, ABILITIES, APTI-
TUDES, AND CHARACTERISTICS TO A MORE OR LESS SPECIFIC AREA
OF OCCUPATIONAL ACTIVITY.
The organization of the content of the course of study is
such that the pupils are encoiiraged to take a realistic attitude




to face the facts concerning his interests, abilities, aptituded,
and characteristics in relation to the actual demands of the
world of work,
THERE SHOULD BE SELF-ANALYSIS AS WELL AS JOB-ANALYSIS.
As stated above, in order to develop a realistic attitude
toward life, self-analysis is of vital importance, but becomes
effective only when followed by a definite plan of action as
suggested in the Group Conference outlines.
9. STANDARDIZED TESTS SHOULD BE USED AS PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
IN A CLASS IN OCCUPATIONS.
Achievement tests are given to all junior high school
pupils in the fall. The corrected tests are returned and ex-
plained to the pupils who record their results and make special
note of their strong and their weak points. The over-achievers
are commended and tbg under-achievers are encouraged.
Head counselors, assisted by counselors, test individually
all new pupils plus those where discrepancies are found between
pupil performance and test results.
Counselors and teachers make maximum use of test results.
They think of these standardized tests, developed by psycholo-
gists, as precision instruments aiding them in their daily work.
10. AN EXPLORATION OF WORK OPPORTUNITIES SHOULD BE MADE IN
ORDER TO DETERMINE WHICH WOULD BE MORE DESIRABLE FOR THE

PARTICULAR PUPIL.
The survey of the occupational fields provides the pupil
with an opportunity to consider for more intensive study the
ones in which he is most interested and best fitted.
11. TECHNIQUE OF STUDYING OOCUPATIONS SHOULD BE TAUGHT.
A simple outline for the study of an occupational field is
used in Quincy. The principal topics are:
Value and Importance of the Occupation










Pupils are trained in correct methods of obtaining and
making use of reliable source materials. This training will
prove of great value throughout life.
12. A PUPIL SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE LATEST U. S. CENSUS CLASSI-
FICATION OF JOBS.
The occupational information section of the course of study
in Group Conference follows the U. 3, Census classification be-
cause it gives the pupil an opportunity of becoming familiar




13. A PUPIL SHOULD BECOME INFORMED ABOUT HIS LOCAL EMPLOYMENT
MARKET: ITS OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AND THE QUALIFICA-
TIONS DEMANDED.
The majority of Quincy pupils eventually become employed
locally or in nearby communities. The pupils are made acquaint
ed with the opportunities and requirements of the local employ-
ment market. As eaoh occupational field is studied, attention
is given to the topic. Opportunities for Training and Employ-
ment in Our Locality,
l**-, A PUPIL SHOULD BE INFORMED ABOUT THE CLASSIFICATION OF
JOBS AS ENTRY, NON-ENTRY, AND RELATED.
The Dictionary of Occupational Titles^ Part IV has been
entered in the outline as reference material. It is felt that
lessons based on the Dictionary are too advanced for the junior
high school level. Pupils will be informed about the above
classifications in order to better prepare them for their entry
into and progress in the world of work.
15. EMPHASIS SHOULD BE PLACED ON THE WORKER AND HIS DEPENDENCE
ON OTHERS.
The worker and the interdependence of workers in serving
j!
mankind are stressed throughout the study of occupational infor4
mation. Provision is made for biographies of men and women who
^'






the outline with inspirational "biographical material arranged
according to occupations, a junior high school librarieui has
compiled such a bibliography and has submitted it to the other
junior high school librarians to mark books that are in their
particular libraries. Counselors will now possess not just a
bibliography of inspirational material, but one which will list
books available to them within their own buildings*
16. VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SHOULD BE CONDUCTED SO THAT THE PUPIL
HIMSELF IS ABLE TO MAKE A DECISION BASED ON THE EVIDENCE
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR HIM,
All of the Group Conference work is based on the premise
that good guidance leads to self-guidance. The pupil is never
advised nor are decisions made for him. He is trained to se-
cure needed information, to analyze his own potentialities, and
to make his own decisions.
Value of practices.— Very little practical help was gain-
ed from the survey of practices. It was interesting to examine
the practices and to learn how much-or how little-had been
accomplished by other communities. In only one (see Table l)
did the committee on revision find the theory of continuity
or organized study of occupational information put into prac-
tice. Examination of the occupational content of this particu-





in use in Quincy. Past experience in tbe field proved of great-
er value to tbe committee than did the practices which were
studied.
Distribution of occupational information^— In order to
have the newly revised outlines more in keeping with the princi4
pies which have been set forth and profit from the theories and ,
the practices examined, the study of occupational information
has been distributed as follows:
Grade 7




Forestry and Fishing Occupations....,
Grade B
Mining Occupations





Transportation and Communication Occupations
Work—A Necessity and a Privilege














Discovering Vocational Possibilities through
School Subjects 1
The above placement of content shows the introduction of
the study of occupations starting in Grade 7 and continuing
o
througb Grade 9. Although the emphasis is still in Grade g,
the continuity is better than it has ever been before. Twenty-
five lessons in occupations have been removed from Grade g.
This is equivalent to 12^ weeks of eighth grade Group Confer-
ence work. Sixteen lessons or S weeks of occupational study
have been placed in Grade 7> sind nine lessons in Grade 9»
Since the ninth grade classes meet but once a week, the nine
lessons will cover a span of as many weeks.
Comprehensive Course
All problem areas .— The writer wishes to emphasize that
the study of occupations is only one phase of the Group Confer-
ence work in Quincy. Attention is also given to the other
maior problem areas: educational, social and personal.
As has been explained, the concentration of occupational
information at the Grade g level was corrected by introducing
the work at the Grade 7 level and carrying it through to com-
pletion in Grade 9* This same principle of psychology of
spaced learning has been applied to the content of the unit
Personality to which 1^ lessons—one a week—had been devoted
in Grade 9« It was felt that one more lesson was needed. The
subject matter of this unit lent itself to division and distri-
bution among the three grades. Because of their appropriateness
the factors of the unit Personality have been placed as follows:
c
iGrade g Temperament and Social Adaptation. .. 5 Lessons
Grade 9 Opinions, Interests, Character 6 Lessons
Dated material—mostly nomenclature and curriculum offer-
iners—-has been eliminated from the revised course of study.
This was accomplished at a committee meeting when each page of
the outlines was carefully scrutinized and all necessary changes
made.
Publishers were circularized for new and inspirational
materials suitable for Group Conferences. They had little or
nothing new to offer. Any materials they sent were examined
and, if thought worthwhile, were recommended for adoption.
Those that were accepted will be found listed under Reference
Materials in the outlines.
Further possible study.— There is opportunity for further
possible study in order to develop a set of suitable self-
analysis materials for URe at all three grade levels. It would
seem advisable for a committee to work on this problem with the
idea of developing original tests and inventories for which
experience has shown a felt need.
For the current study an attempt was made to select self-
analysis tests and inventories that would be suitable for group
work during the Group Conference period. Just about every
existing one was examined. From the viewpoint of expense, time,







found which the cominlttee wished to recommend for adoption,
!
Consideration of reading and study helps was automatically !
^ ruled out because of the English Department's recent acquisition
of a series. ij
I
The completed revision,^ The revised outlines in organized
Group Conferences with emphasis on the best grade placement for
the teaching of occupational information concludes this study.
The true evaluation will be made when the outline is put into
classroom use in the fall. The content and arrangement are
tentative and shall always remain so. In order to be timely
and meaningful, the course must never be considered complete
and perfect with all problems solved. It will remain in its
loose-leaf form with committees ever alert to noteworthy theories
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I am especially interested in occupations that deal with
2« I am not interested in occupations that deal with
3* I believe that I would be most likely to succeed in the following
occupations
4« This belief is based on the following facts about myself:





(Letters refer t . •scjy 'l libr -rios u'hcro -co"'?. es arc p-^milable.)








More Thr.'.n Conquerors -Gilbert







Careers in the I.Iaking-Loi^io-lst scries
Our Junerica-Gillis
"Till Rorcrs in
Trvont^'- liodcrn Am >. ricans -Cooper






FaMous Lc?"-d(.r3 of Indus try-T.Ioore
AGRICULTURE
John Francis Appleby in
liodern Anericans-Yost
George ''Tashington Cc.rver in
Twenty Modern Ariericans-Goorjer









Stories of Grit- lire
c
Herbert Kerkomer in









Q N c s
K c p S
Q c
c
Q K c p s
•Q c







Q c p s
Q N c s
Q c p
c s




Q c p s
0 K G s




0Vc r coming He.nd i cap s - ia 1 1 c.c e C
Kcysa M, licilein in
Girls ^.Tho Did-Ferris Q Yi C • S
Br ends Putnam in
Girls V/ho Did-Fcrris- Q 11 c s
i.urustus St. Gaud ens in
Our Foreign Born Citizens-Beard Q H c p s
More Than Conquerors-Gilbert H c p s
Americans in iVction-Her zbcrg n c p s
Heroes of Progress-Tappan Q N c p
John Singer Sargent in
Modern Great iunericans-Law Q W c p s
Janet Scudder in
Vfhen I "'.'/as a Girl-Ferris N c p s
Helen Hole inson)
Susanne Suba ) in
Successful 'Tonien-Taves Q c
Benjarain "Jest in
Over coning Hand i c r
.
p s - .Ta 1 1a c e c
Also
Pioneer Art in A;ncrica-Bai ley- >T u 1 o
Treasure Trails in Art-Chandler Q c p s
Trail Blazers of ..ricrican Art-Irwin c p
Girls '."Iho Became Artis ts-Kirkland Q c Y' s





Famous American Athletes of Today-•Atkinson 0v N c p
Far.ious American Athletes of Today
-
•Campbell Q H c p
Playing the Game-Harris
Famous imerican v.tliletcs of Today •Hason Q K c p
'7a Iter Camp-Povrcl c s
ATHLETICS
Richard E« Byrd in
They Did Something About It-Bartlett c
TvYcnty ^-^odern iumericans-Cooper Q c p s
Lives of Danger and Daring-Corj'-ell H p s
High i i.d\''entur e r s-Parkman Q c s
Sk^nTOod-Byrd 0 E c s
Dick Byrd-Green IJ c p
ijtielia Earhar in
All True c
T^venty Modern Americans-Cooper Q c p s
Five Girls ""Tho D'^ rod-Ferris H c s
Charles A, Lindbergh in
Book of Courage-Hagcdorn Q 11 c p
High Adventurers-Parkman n c s






Topflight-Stoddard Q K C p S
Juan Terry Trippe in
Fainous Lec.dcrs of Indus trj^-Shianvray c
'Villiain "".vincapav;- in
Lives of Danger and Daring-Cor^'-ell N p s
Orville and T/ilbur "Tright in
Biographical Roundup-C-.Tnegie c
Boj^'s Life of the 'Tright Erothers-Charnley Q 11 c i.
Book of Courage-Hagedorn Q N c p s
iinericans in ivction-Her zborg Q c p s
liotiom Lrjrtieix* ilinen ccvn s ""Aj^iviT 0
How They Biased the Yay-McSnaddcn c p
High Trail-Starbuck c p
Light Bringer s - .'ja de I'J c p
Famous Leaders of Indus try-Wildiaan Q K c p s
Also
Heroines of the Sky-i.dams c p s
Heroes of the Air-Fraser N c p
Bernt Balchen-Lavnrcnce c
Ltnu
George F. Baker in
Men 'Jho Arc linking America-Forbes N c p s
H, P. Davison in
Men ViTio i\.rc I.hking i>.merica-Forbes 0 c p s
iESS
Lincoln Filenc )
Eric A, Johnston )
i.lfred P. Sloan, Jr.) in
Carl A, Sv/anson )
Famous Leaders of Industry-Moore Q 0
Ella B; rbour )
Susan Palmer )
Sara Pcnnoyer ) in
Dorothy Shaver)
.
Successful ^'/omen-Tavcs Q c
J, 0, Armour in
Men V/ho i^rc Lb.king ivmerica-Forbes 0 K c p s
Philip D, ii.rmour in
Builders of Empir-Darrow c p s
Famous Leaders of Indus try-lYildman Q N c p s
Andrew Carnegie in
Lives of Poor Bo^'-s \Tho Became Famous-Bolton N c p s
Men VJho Are Making ..merica-Forbes Q N c p
Modern Great Americans -Lav/ 1 N c p s
Heroes of Progress -Tappan Q N c p
Master Builders- fade c p
Stories of Grit-'Vallace c s
Famous Living ii.mericans- 7ebb '5 c s
Vfalter P. Chrysler in
Tiventy Modern i.mericans -Cooper c p s
Charles F. Kettering in
Famous Loaders of Industry-Shumrrajr c
Mcd<^rn Americans -Yost 0 c p

-4-
Alice Foote Lia cDoutrail in
Girls Tiho Did-Fcrris Q li c c
Careers in the j.Ia]:ing-Lo;:;ie Q N c p s
George Peabody in
Lives of Poor Boys 'Jho Became Famous-Bolton li c s
Heroes of progress in Anerica-Morris 0 c o
Boys '.nio Made Good-'Tallacc c
John D. Rockefeller in
Lives of Poor Boys V/ho Zecarae Famous -Bolton c p s
Horr They Started-Hr.milton N c p s
Americr.ns in Action-Herzberg Q c p s
Famous Living :.r:ieric.';.ns-'Tebb n
(/ c s
Ff:>mous Leaders of Industry-' /ildman 1 N c p s
John D, Rockefeller, Jr. in
Fanous Leaders of Indus try-Ghmv.fay c
Charles Schwab in
Builders of Empirc-Darrow Q K c p s
Men '."vho Are leaking America-ForbovS Q M c p s
Boys 'iho Lfcde Good-17allace c p
.John V/anamaker in
0rthv;h i 1 e j imer i c an s -Sp •: rk s c s
Heroes of Progress-Tappan Q 11 c p
Boys T/ho Uhdc Good-V/allace c
Famous Living ^-.mericans-Vifebb 0 c s
rcimous ije--«u.er5 ox jjiu.iis or''*" .ixuinuii n p Qo
Thomas E, Vfilson in
Unsung Heroes-Hollov;ay c p
Frank 'T, Uoolv/orth in




Twenty/ 1'i.odem ii.neri cans—Cooler r\ e c;o
Famous Lerders of Industry-Moore Q c
CHEMICAL iW^IUFj-CTURH'IG aHD RESLJiCH
'Tillard H. Dow in
Famous Leaders of Industry-Muor«.. c
coLBiiraaxTiai
Ezra Cornell in
Modern ii-mer icans-Yost Q c p
Loe DeForest in
Careers in the ^%king-Logie Q 11 c p ^
Clarence H, i.iTiCkay in
Famous Leaders of Indus try-Shinv-^.y 0
Guglielmo !&irconi in
Masters of Science and Invention-Df rrow Q II c p
Light Bringers-.Vadc i: c p
Uilliam Samuel Paley in
Famous Leaders of Indus try-Shumvray c
VLadlmir Zv/orykin in





Sallj^ Victor ) in
Valentina )




Topflif:;ht-Stoddard Q 11 C p s
Also
Fashion Is Our Busincss-.Tillians N C P s
'EERCTG
Lillian M, Gilbrcth in
Topflight-Stoddard U C p s
ijnerican '.'onon in Science-Yost Q C
George '.fcshin^^ton Goothals in
Our Forci^^n Bom Citizens-Beard Q N C p s
Hen "Oio ./.re Makin;^ /-nerica-Forbes IJ C p s
ilodcm Great i-inoricans -Law H C s
Heroe of Today-Parknan N c p s
rieroes of Pro(;;ress-Tappan 0 N c r>i.
Master Builders-'./ade N n p
FajTious Living iuriericans -lie hb Q c s
V/illiam Gor^^as in




Heroes of Prof7;ress-Tappan c i'
Boys ''/iho L'fcde Good-.Tallace c
Modern iirieri cans -Yost Q c p
Lillian and Frank Gilbreth in
Gixreers in the Making-Locie Q H c p s
Herbert Hoover in
Careers in the Making-Logie Q K c p s
Heroes of Today-Parlanan Q N c p s
'To rthv/n i 1 c jiner i can s -Sparks c
Real -'.nericans-'.'ado r c p
Michael Pupil in
Our Foreign Bom ^itizens-Ber-rd n II c p s
High ..dventurers-Parkrian Q c s
Overcoming Handicaps-' .'allacc c
John iiUgustus Roebling in
Builders of Eripire-Darrov;- Q N c p s
)RIi'G
Roy Chapnan .aidrcvrs in
j..ncrican Scientists-Hylander 0 N c
High Trr.il-Strrbuck c
Llartin ejid Osa Johnson in
Twenty Modem Aneri cans -Coop or Q c p s
Robert E, l^cc.ry in
Modern Great iijnericans-Lav; n N c T s
lVortb//hi le i.raericans-Snarks c
Heroes of ^^rogress-Tappan 0 K c p
Light Brinj-crs-'iade N G p
Famous Living ii.:aericrjis-" vcbb c s

-6-
Robort Falcon Scot in
Pilots and Pathfindcrs-Nida nU p
Heroes of Today-Parknan Q N c p S
Actions Spoek-Star"buck c p
Also
Heroes of Modern .vdventurc-Bridges c r- s
Ilap Makcrs-Cottlcr IT c
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T\T n\^ T>X b
/-' Co
Stories of Grit- Jallaco r\H p c
Sanucl Sidney IlcClure in
Our FcrcirTi Bom Citizcns-Bcr rd 0 ii r P co
Modern Lives-Griston 11 c P
Joseph iulitzer in
Our l'orei[7i Born Citizens-Bcard n Vi 1 o
Pilgrins of Tcday-Tade c P <:
Boat's "'/lie I.Iade Good .'a 1 lace c
Robert i aine Scripps' in
Famous Leaders of Indus try-Shi'.n-"vay c
Lincoln Steffens in
How ThcT Started-Hani Iton II c P S
'Tillian a.llcn V/hite in
T^-Tcnty Hodt-rn j-ncricans-Cooper I 1' s
uur Junior ica—ui ± xis 0 H c s
Unsunr, Heroes—Hollor/av c P
j.lso
Extra* U» S» Jar Correspondents in jkCtion-
McNanara 1 . N c P s
Xj/ix! U i Ivu; ox Uit x; - iiUlNl
John Daniel Hertz in
Fanous Leaders of Indus try-Shunway ri0
LaT
Louis D, Brandeis in
They Did Sornething i^bout It-Bartlett P
Oliver ^'Jondell Holmes in
They Dared to Livc-Eartlett Q c P
Biof.raphical Roxmdup -Carnegie c
Twenty Modem Ariericans-Coopor c P s




Successful Women-Taves Q C
Benjamin Lindsey in
Worthwhile ionericons-Sparks CPS
Wonder Workcrs-Wado N CPS
Faraous Living iancricans-lTobb Q C S
Dwight Morrow in
How They Startcd-Hamilton N C P S
libr;.ry
imne Carroll Moore in





Edward J« Noble )
Famous Loaders of Industry-Mooro Q C
William Douglas in
Men Viho i\.rc l/hking iuncrica-Forbes Q N c p S
Famous Loaders of Indus try-V/'ildman Q N c p s
James B» Duke in
Men IVho ii^re leaking ijnerica-Forbcs Q K c p s
Famous Loaders of Indus try-Wildman Q 11 c p s
George Eastman in
Men Who xi.re Making America-Forbes Q N .c p s
Boys 'iho Made Good-V/allace c
Faoous Leaders of Industry-V/ildman Q N c p s
Harvcjr S. Firestone in
Careers In the Making-Logie Q N c p s
Famous Leaders of Industry-Shumway c
Henry Ford in
Lives of Poor Boys VJho Became Famous-Bolton N c p s
Me TJho arc Lhking /imerica-Forbes Q N c p s
Our Amcrica-Gillis Q N c s
Americans in Action-Hcrzberg Q c p s
UovT They Blazed the Way-IIoSpadden c p
Heroes of Progress -Tappan Q N c p
Master Builders- 'iade N c p
Stories of Grit-Wallace 0
Famous Living i^mericons-Webb Q c s
Famous Leaders of Indus try-Yfildman Q N c p s
liilton S, Horshey in
Famous Leaders of Indus try-Shumvro.y c
Henry Kaiser in
Biographical Roundup-Camcgio c
Famous Loaders of Industry-Iiooro Q c
Augustus E. Staloy in
Famous Leaders of Indus try-Shum\'rciy c
Josiah Wedgv/ood in
Stories of Grit-Wallace 0 s
MEDIC DTE
Annie Jump Cannon, in








Torthwhi 1 e i.mer i can s -Sp ark'
s








Tvrentj'- Modem ./jneri cans-Cooper
Sir IVilliam Oslor in
They Do.red to Live-Bartlett
William Koncad Roentgen in
How They Blazed the Trail-McSoadden
Jessie Slavens-Nevdcirk in
Unsung Heroes-Holloimy
Edv.'ard L. Trudeau in
They Dared to Live-Bartlett
Heroes of Today-Parknan
MiLITiiRY SCia.TCE
Biographical Roundup-Carnegie (has several)






Roll Call of Honor-Quiller-Couch
Janes Flanagan in
St ories of Grit-V/allace
George Llatheson in
The New Vifinning Their Way-Faris
Stories of Grit-'Tallace
Daniel Poling in










Bing Crosby ) in
Biographical Roundup-Carnegie
Harry Burleigh in
Over coming Handicap s - Ta 1lac e
7J
I'J L r S
Q h C P S
Q N C P s
T)
L s









N c P s
Q c P
p q





Q N c P s
c s
0
w N c s





Careers in the Making-Logie 0 K C p s
Stephen Foster in
Pioneer c^rt in America -Bailey- C p s
He Heard iimorica Sing-Purdy Q N C p s
Poor Men Vfho Made Us Kich-.Tallace II c
Percy Grainger in
Our Foreign Bom Citizens-Beard Q c p s
Roland Hayes in
Thejr dared to live-Bartlett Q c p
I.fcria Jeritza in
Girls vrho Did- Ferris n c s
EdYrard LlacDowell in
Boyhood of Ed\"mrd !'[acDov/ell-Brovm c
Yehudi I.Ienuhin in
Twentj' j'lodcrn .-.nericans-Cooper Q c p s
John IIo-TOrd i a^.Tie in
Poor Hen ^.iihc Made Us iiich-.Tallace c
Ernestine Schvnann-Heink in




Our Foreign Bom Citizens-Beard 1 N c p s
' Americans by j.doption-Husband r\H li b
Heroes of Progross-Tappan 0 IJ c p
Also
Child's Book of Famous Composers-Burch c
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A. Letter to Dr, Harry A. Jager
Card to Publishers of Textbooks
0. Letter to Chiefs of Guidance
D. Letter to Bureau of Child Guidance, Chicago
E, Letter to U. S, Bureau of Census
F. Letter to Directors of Guidance
a. Letter to Dr. Clifford P, Froehlloh
H. Letter to Association Press
4
QUINCY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Quincy 69 » Massachusetts
October 9, 19^6
Dr. Harry A. Jager, Chief
Occupational Information and Guidance Service
U. S, Office of Education
Washington 25, D. C.
Dear Sir:
In Quincy we are re-thinking the content of our course
of study in organized group guidance.
At the suggestion of Dr. J. Wendell Yeo of Boston Univer-
sity, we are writing to you for any available information
in this field and for names of communities throughout the
country which have promising courses of study in organ-
ized group guidance.




Relenza C. Manchester, Chairman









Kindly send information regarding any new material











Sent to the following Chiefs of Guidance:
Dr. H. B. MoDaniel, Sacramento 1^, California
Dr, R, F. Cromwell, Baltimore 1, Maryland
Mr. J. A. Bedard, Boston I6, Massachusetts
Mr, C, M, Horn, Lansing ^, Michigan
Mr, Gr. E, Hutoherson, Albany 1, New York
Mr, D. H, Frame, Olympia, Washington
October 30, 19^-6
Dear Sir:
In Quincy we are re~thinlcing the content of our course of
study in organized group guidance.
At the suggestion of Dr, Harry A. Jager, U, S. Office of
Education, we are writing to you for any available materi-
al in this field, also for the names of communities in
your state which have promising courses of study in or-
ganized group guidance.
We shall appreciate being informed how we can obtain
copies of their courses of study.
Very truly yours,
/s/
Relenza C. Manchester, Chairman





Quincy 69 » Massacbusetts
November g, 19^6




Dr. J. Wendell Yeo of Boston University has informed me
that when he visited your system two years ago, you were
preparing printed material on occupations. He feels that
the material will be valuable to the Quincy committee on
the revision of the content of the organized guidance
course of study.
Will you please send copies, also a copy of your Teacher *s
Manual for High School Course in Self-Appraisal and Careers *
billing them to me?
Very truly yours,
/s/
Relenza C. Manchester, Chairman







U. 3* Department of Oommeroe
Bureau of the Census
Washington 25, D, C,
Gentlemen:
In Quincy we are re-thinking the content of our course
of study in organized group guidance, a large portion
of which is given over to the teaching of occupational
information.
It will help us considerably in our planning if you can
give us some idea of the major classifications on which
the 1950 census will be based. Are changes from the
19*4-0 classification being contemplated?
If possible, please suggest the extent of agreement with
The Dictionary of Occupational Titles that is to be ex-
pected.
We shall appreciate your help in this matter.
Very truly yours,
/3/
Relenza 0. Manchester, Chairman






Sent to Directors of Gruidance in:
California: Chico City Michigan: Alpena
Vallejo Grosse Pointe
Massachusetts: Marlboro Highland Park
West Springfield Lansing






In Quincy we are re-thinking our course of .study in or-
ganized group guidance. Mr, Carl M. Horni/ has informed
us that you are doing interesting work in this field. In
anticipation of purchasing a copy of your course of study,
we shall appreciate your informing us of its price.
Very truly yours,
fsf
Relenza C. Manchester, Chairman
Committee on Revision of
Group Conference Content
RCM:S
!_/ Name of Chief varied according to community.

QUINOY PUBLIC! SCHOOLS
Quincy 69 > Massachusetts
January 30, 19^7
Dr. Clifford P. Froehlich
Specialist, Individual Inventory and Counseling Techniques
Federal Security Agency
U. S. Office of Education
Washington 25, C.
Dear Sir:
In Quincy we are re-thinking the content of our group guid-
ance program and are anxious to know more about the possible
uses of The Dictionary of Occupational Titles in the second-
ary school. There is some disagreement as to whether it
should be included in the work on occupational information,
particularly at the junior high school level.




Relenza C. Manchester, Chairman









New York 17, New YorV
Oentleiren:
In Quiri'^y we are atterrpting to enrich the content of our
course of study In oreranized group guidance at the junior
hiffh school level by addina: inspiratinnal prose and poetry
in t>^e educational, vocati'^nal, personal, and social a-^eas.
We are inte^^ested in having brief biographical sVetches
of "real people" who have achieved success in maior occu-
pational fields.
Do you >^ave bibliographies of materials distinsn^ished for
their insrirational content o-r anthologies of such materi-
als?




Relenza C. Manchester, Chairman





1. Bedford, James H, , and Steelhead, Albert F., Ocoupatlonal
Exploration
.
Society for Occupational Research, Los
Angeles, California, 19^1
2. Bennett, (>• Vernon, and Sachs, Georgia M. , Exploring the
World of Work , Society for Occupational Research, Los
Angeles, California, 1939
3. Billings, Mildred Lincoln, Group Methods of Studyifag Ocou~
pations
.
International Textbook Company, Soranton,
Pennsylvania, 19^1
Brewer, John A., History of Vocational Guidance. Harper
and Brothers Publishers, New York City, 19^2
5. Chapman, Paul W. , Occupational Guidance . Turner E. Smith
and Company, Atlanta, Georgia, 1937
6. Clarke, Harry Newton, Life Planning and Building , Inter-
national Textbook Company, Scranton, Pennsylvania,
19^0
7. Cohen, I, David, and Ganley, Mary K. , Careers , Newson and
Company, New York City, 193S
g. Davey, Mildred A., Smith, Elizabeth M, , and Myers, Theodore
R., Everyday Occupations , D. C. Heath and Company,
Boston, Massachusetts, 19^+1
9. Educational Policies Commission, Education for All American
Youth, National Educational Association of the United
States, Washington, D. C, 19^
10. Forrester, Gertrude, Methods of Vocational Guidance. D. C.
Heath and Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 19^^^
11, Gallagher, Ralph P., Coiirses and Careers
.
Harper and Broth-
ers Publishers, New York City, 1930
12, Germane, Charles E,, and Germane, Edith G. , Personnel Work
in High School. Silver Burdett Conpany, New York City,
13. Hamrin, Shirley A., and Erickson, Clifford S., Guidance in
the Secondary School , D. Appleton-Centry Company,












Holbrook, Harold L. , and McGregor, A. Laura, Vooation and
Schools , Allyn and Bacon, Boston, Massachusetts, 19^0
Jones, Arthur J., Principles of Guidance , McGraw-Hill Book
Company Incorporated, New York City, 193^
Kefauver, Grayson N. , and Hand, Harold 0., Appraising Guid-
ance in Secondary Schools , The MacMillan Company, New
York City, 19^1
Kitson, Harry D., How to Find the Right Vocation. Harper
and Brothers Publishers, New York City, 193^
I Find My Vocation. McGraw-Hill Book
Company Incorporated, New York City, 1937
Koos, Leonard V., and Kefauver, Grayson N, , Guidance in




Objectives and Problems of Vocational Edu-
cation . McGraw-Hill Book Company Incorporated, New
York City, 193^
Lefever, D. Welty., Turrell, Archie M. , and Weitzel, Henry
I., Principles and Techniques of Guidance . The Ronald
Prews Company, New York City, 19^1
Lincoln, Mildred E. , Teaching about Vocational Life , Inter-
national Textbook Company, Scranton, Pennsylvania,
1937
Massachusetts Department of Education, Massachusetts Youth
Study. Wright and Potter Printing Company, Boston,
Massachusetts, 19^1
Myers, George E., Principles and Techniques of Vocational
Gui dance
.




Little, Gladys M. , and Robinson, Sarah
A. , Planning Your Future . McGraw-Hill B6ok Company
Incorporated, New York City, 193^
Neuberg, Maurice J., Principles and Methods of Vocational





jisy. Paterson, Donald G. , Schneidler, Gwendolen G, , and William-
eon, Edmund G. , Student Guidance Techniques , McGraw-
jj
Hill Book Company Incorporated, New York City, I93S
28, Reed, Anna Y. , Guidance and Personnel Ser-^ices in Education .
II






Hall Incorporated, New York City, 19^6
IJO, Smith, Charles , and Baron, Samuel, Choosing Your Course .
Henry Holt and Company, New York City, 1942
51. Smith, Charles M, , and Roos, Mary M. , A Guide to Guidance .
Prentice-Hall Incorporated, New York City, 19^1
152. Smith, Lewis W. , and Blough, Gideon L, , Planning a Career .
American Book Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 193^
Traxler, Arthur E. , Techniques of Guidance . Harper and
Brothers Publishers, New York City, 19^5
Wright, J. C, and Wright, Donna, S. , Vocational Guidance
for Home Rooms
.
The Extra-Curricula Publishing Com-
pany, Keokuk, Iowa, 19^0
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